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Restaurant story appliance list

Edit comments sharing many home appliances are available for purchase in restuarant stories. Each type creates different recipes and many are available at different levels. Some require building while others are only available for premium currency. (See Easy Home Appliances, Audio Appliances, or Forever More Information) Ovens[Edit | Edit Source] Ovens[Edit | Edit Source] Ovens are a basic cooking
appliance in the restaurant story and are available at an early stage. Many different recipes are available as well as different colors. Base cooker (2500 coins) Green oven (50 coins) Easy oven (10,0 coins) (assembly required) (food cooked with easy supplies does not need to be prepared.) Charcoal oven (10 gems) Orange oven (10 gems) Blue oven (20,00 0 Coins) Oven Forever (42 Gems) (Food Cooked
with Forever Supplies Ruined.) Audio Oven (42 Gems)(Audio Appliances Cut Off Cooking Time 20%.) Grill[Edit | Edit Source] Grill Base (2500 Coins) Green Grill ( 2500 coins) easy grill (10,000 coins) (assembly requirements) (food cooked with easy supplies requires no preparation.) Blue Grill (20,000 coins) Charcoal Grill (10 Gems) Orange Grill (10 Gems) ) Forever Grill (42 gems) (Cooked food with
Forever Ruin Supplies.) Sonic Grill (42 Gems) (Audio Appliances Reduced Cooking Time 20%.) Some assembly requirements[Edit | Edit Source] These supplies need to be supplied with pieces from Neighbors built. Name Cost Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Fondue for Two 10,000 Fondue Fork (2) Romantic Ribbon (4) x Chocolate Maker 10,000 Engine (2) 5) Color (10) Bolt (10) Puzzle (5) Candy Heart Stove
10,000 Engine (5) Color (10) 10) Lenovo (10) 5) Drink Machine 10,000 Sheet Metal (10) Screw (10) Gear (10) Nozzles (10) Sushi Counter 10,000 Sheet Metal (5) ) Paint (10) Screw (10) Fuse (10) Outdoor Furnace 10,000 Engine (5) Paint (10) Screw (10) Puzzle (5) Nacho Machine 10,000 x Punk Steam Stove 15,000 Spring Gold (4) Engine (4) Gear (4) Hot Dog Machine 20,000 Iron Press (5) Malt (5) Bottle
Sauce (5) X Smoker Pit 30,000 Engines (5) Color (10) Screw (10) Puzzle (5) Ice Cream Fountain Machine (10) Colored Plastic (10) x Fusion Satium Block 20,000 Screws (6) Knobs (8) x Asia Fusion Cart 18 000 Tiki Oven 60,000 Purple Knobs (10) x Juice 30,000 x Drum Set Oven 10,000 Drums (10) Knob(10) x Burger Grill 55,000 Metal Sheet (10) Red Gear(10) x X Malted Shake Maker 20,000 White
Spring (18) Blue Nozzle (10) x Yellow Coffee Maker 40,000 Yellow Steel x X Swedish Stove 15,000 Swedish Flag Orange Deep Fryer 4 0,000 Orange Steel x x Popular Oven 10,000 G Clef (10) x Proliferate Food 15,000 Screws (10) 60,000 Pastel Stove (10) Green Puzzle (10) x x Easy Oven 10,000 Gear (5) Color (5) Wiring (5) Knob (5) Farm Range 32,000 Wiring (4) Sugar Knob (6) Lasso Knob (6) x This
article is a tenacious one. Please help with the restaurant story wiki by expanding it! Much! Special supplies[editing] special supplies are opened for monthly purposes. More need to be made with Posted by Your Neighbors Home Appliances Part 1 Part 2 Dishes Release Time Action Ice Cream Maker Jade Zen Rake Sesame Ice Cream, Sundae Green Tea, Mochi Ice Cream March 2013 Action Cooker
Cooker Hat Yeung Cho Noodles, Egg Drop Soup, Steamed Pork Bao March 2013 Spring Stove Picnic Basket Spring Leaf Squash Soup, Snow Pea Risotto, Lamb Braised April 2013 Birthday Party Oven x x Pretzel Dog, Fun Fruit Fun Fun, Birthday Cake May 2013 Cruise Ship Stove Sheet Metal (10) Bolt (10) Tropical Barbecue, Surf &amp; Turf, Coconut Cake June 2013 Popcorn Maker Red Gear (1)
Spring (1) Kettle Corn, Caramel Corn, Hot'n'Spicy corn July 2013 Carnival Sto Garlic Fries, Turkey Pie, Funnel Cake July 2013 Sinks Seaweed Salad Stove, Steamed Mussles, Roast Fish August 2013 Old West Thick Oven Cut Bacon , Sourdough Biscuits, Fried Chicken Sept. 2013 Winding Stove Lounge (5) Wiring (5) Cowboy Beans, Rascal Stew, Molasses Pudding September 2013 Decades Rose Oven
(5) Color (5) Sour Chocolate, Strawberry Chocolate, Chocolate Lava Cake February 2014 Community Content Stub Supplies is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. More restaurant wiki stories note that the Help/Q&amp;A section is shared off the main menu in the game responding to a number of queries. Here you will find some more answers... Can I move my game to another device?
yes. A step-by-step guide of how to do this can be found here. Note that this method will result in all your Storm8 games being transferred, although they can be transmitted with the same method. Can I change The 8th Stourm ID? yes. To do this, email support@teamlava.com your current Storm8 ID, at least three different names you'd like as your new Storm8 ID, and a convenient reason to change. Can I
restart my game from the start? no. Now the only way to start again is through a new account that can only be done via another device. When will the game be reset for a new day? At midnight Pacific Standard Time (PST). To convert this for your time zone, you can go here. What is the maximum number of devices? There are no limits, although you can only open 18 appliance slots without spending
gems. The 18 device opens at level 73. After this point, you can choose to add additional slots for 49 gems each. On which levels do new home appliance slots open? To start the game you will be given 2 slots. Then the number of slots increases in four increases, then five, and repetitions. So in full: open slots level 3 5 4 10 5 14 6 19 7 23 8 28 9 32 10 37 11 41 12 46 13 50 14 55 15 59 16 64 17 68 18 73
How can I make iable appliances? Tap the parts box that appears after you buy the device and you'll see a window that meets the requirements for making the device. Tap 'ask friends' to apply parts from neighbors, or use gems instead (note that the number of gems shown is for a section - not to buy up the required number of parts). Each section you currently automatically included in What recipes are
available on each device? There are too many lists here, but feel free to visit the excellent excellent dynasty which is a full list of recipes, both past and present. What parts are needed for any manufacturable device? Again, there are too many supplies to list them all here, but the excellent dynasty has a wonderful desk with all the details for past and present supplies. What is an easy device? These are
enhanced versions of basic ovens, cookers and grills. The increase is that they do not require any tapping to prepare food before cooking, and only one fauce to serve after cooking. What is Forever Supplies? These are enhanced versions of basic ovens, cookers and grills. The increase is that the food cooked on them is never ruined. What's a sound device? These are enhanced versions of basic ovens,
cookers and grills. The increase is that food takes 20% less time to cook. For example, the 1-day recipe will take only 17 hours, 36 minutes to cook (remember that 1-day recipes typically take 22 hours to cook). What does it mean for a 'master' recipe? This means that cooking recipes repeatedly to fill meters along the bottom of the container in the recipe book. The number of times a container needs to be
cooked to master each level and rewards for doing so is as follows: mastering the number of bonus container levels 1 8 2,000 coins and 20 XP 2 2 23 1 Gem and 50 XP 3 43 4,000 coins and 100 XP 4 83 1 Gem and 200 XP How can I open Apple Sider on a drink machine? you cant . The recipe was part of the Christmas targets of 2011, and if you didn't open it by completing them at the time, then you
would never be able to open it. The same applies to other target items such as Hamm's holidays, as well as many recipes that have been removed altogether such as Porridge Pumpkin and Christmas Pear Tourette's. How do I shake the face? There should always be doors placed in your restaurant, so to move it you need to buy another door for 10 gems on the wall decoration tab. Then put it wherever
you want and save the other door. How do I delete wallpapers and floor tiles I had previously purchased? Unfortunately you can't. You can only place different wallpapers or floor tiles over existing ones, which will lead to originally being transferred to storage. What are the boxes in the last tab? These are a draw for your 24 gems 'lucky dip' into the box and will be given an item in random. However some
cases are more common than others. I strongly ask you to take a look at the contents of the box before separating with any gems by visiting the Storm8 forum. If I have enough coins or gems, can I skip the spread and move straight to the next coin? no. You must apply each expansion in order. How do I get the flowers needed to complete the bouquet in the Collectibles section? Each flower appears when
you buy wallpapers and wall decorations. Yet they are very rare to come by. I can only buy offers From wallpaper Hours! Why is there no more purpose? Targets are published only occasionally, and not according to any timeframe. Their release is usually related to the time of year (e.g. Christmas, Valentine's Day, summer). If any are already active, they are listed on the right side of this page. Why do
some of my neighbors' requests appear to me just two days after they've been raised? That's because of your neighbor, players can only make 20 gift requests a day, so if they make more, then those who are not accepted first will be shipped until the next day. If they have more than 40 requests, those who are not answered will be shipped to a third day, and the like. How do I use images in messages to
neighbors? To do this you need to download an app with a restaurant story (or TeamLava). The most commonly used app for this is called emoji and is found here (UK App Store). store).
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